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Fig. 1. We elicited manipulative gestures from 21 participants to explore how they might use physical props
to control abstract actions in VR, such as beveling an object.
When interacting with virtual reality (VR) applications like CAD and open-world games, people may want to
use gestures as a means of leveraging their knowledge from the physical world. However, people may prefer
physical props over handheld controllers to input gestures in VR. We present an elicitation study where 21
participants chose from 95 props to perform manipulative gestures for 20 CAD-like and open-world game-like
referents. When analyzing this data, we found existing methods for elicitation studies were insufficient to
describe gestures with props, or to measure agreement with prop selection (i.e., agreement between sets of
items). We proceeded by describing gestures as context-free grammars, capturing how different props were
used in similar roles in a given gesture. We present gesture and prop agreement scores using a generalized
agreement score that we developed to compare multiple selections rather than a single selection. We found
that props were selected based on their resemblance to virtual objects and the actions they afforded; that
gesture and prop agreement depended on the referent, with some referents leading to similar gesture choices,
while others led to similar prop choices; and that a small set of carefully chosen props can support multiple
gestures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In virtual reality (VR) applications, like computer-aided design (CAD) or games, people may want to
use gestures, which provide an interaction input that is often described as “natural” and “intuitive”
[31], as well as allowing for easy spatial manipulation [2]. However, rather than invoking gestures
for CAD and games with VR controllers, people may prefer using physical objects (props), which
are effective at improving immersion [6] and enhancing realism [26, 56]. We propose to expand the
input vocabulary of gestures by combining them with physical props.
To design gestures, researchers have widely adopted the elicitation approach [42, 71], where
people whomight use the system provide their input. These studies have shown promising outcomes
for gesture design in various domains, for example, tabletops [71], public displays [35], mobile
platforms [23, 37, 54], keyboards [7], tangible systems [9, 66], smartwatches [3], virtual reality
[45], and augmented reality [50]. Elicited gestures have been shown to be easier to remember and
preferred by those without technical expertise [44].
In our research, we conduct an elicitation study for manipulative gestures [32, 51] with physical
props in VR. We chose referents from CAD modelling software and open world games to ground
our work in application areas that offer a rich vocabulary of actions and commands. We followed
Wobbrock et al.’s approach [71] by first showing the effect of an action (called a referent) in VR and
then asking participants for their preferred gesture, but also asking them to choose their preferred
prop(s) to perform the gesture with. Our results include a set of twenty user-defined gestures with
props, one per referent.
However, when analyzing our data, we found existing methods were insufficient. Specifically, we
had no effective way to describe gestures with props, because people often chose different props
for what appeared to be the same gesture (e.g., both did a “cutting” action, one with a knife, another
with a sword). We also had no way to calculate agreement between people for prop selection,
because current methods did not consider partial similarity when participants chose multiple
simultaneous props (e.g., two participants choosing one prop in common and another that differed).
To analyze our data, we developed two representations to handle both gestures and props. 1)
We found that context-free grammars were a useful method to capture the various props used
in a gesture, their role, and how people used them; they are presented alongside illustrations
of our elicited gestures. This language succinctly communicates gestures, and could be directly
implemented into systems using props for gestures, and can support future, more-involved analysis.
2) We calculated agreement scores for gestures using methods from previous elicitation studies [68,
71], but these scores were inadequate for the multiple props that participants selected. We thus
introduce a new agreement score based on set similarity metrics, and use it to analyze agreement
between both gestures and props. This score is identical to previous agreement scores [68] when
used for a single selection, but also accommodates multiple selections.
Our contributions are: (1) a set of elicited gesture-prop combinations for 20 CAD-like and open–
world-like referents; (2) a language for articulating gestures with props, based on context-free
grammars; (3) a generalization of the agreement metric to account for multiple selections in elicita-
tion studies; and (4) design recommendations for gestures involving props in VR environments.
We do not implement the proposed gesture set in a working VR system in this paper, but our
work is a necessary step toward this implementation, and provides a deeper understanding of how
people interact with props to complete actions in VR (Figure 2). We explore what props are chosen
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and what gestures are depicted with them, and discuss how these gestures could be realized and
what interaction designers can learn from our findings.
2 RELATEDWORK
Relevant work includes an overview of previous work around gesture elicitation studies in various
domains, gesture-based user interfaces for CAD modelling, adoption of VR for CAD 3D modelling,
and haptic technology in VR.
2.1 Gesture Elicitation Studies in HCI
Gesture elicitation is a widely used technique in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) for identifying
gesture vocabularies that are self-discoverable [65]. Wobbrock et al. [71] developed a user-defined
set of gestures based on the degree of consensus (agreement score [72]) among participants to
complete 27 referents. They also classified the elicited vocabulary of gestures in a taxonomy for
tabletop systems design, which aims to capture the gesture design space in a tabletop environment.
Since that work, elicitation studies have become a common practice for determining suitable
gestures, but so far such studies have been limited to actions using hands and fingers with specific
technology (e.g., public displays [35], mobile platforms [23, 37, 54], televisions [67], keyboards [7],
tangible interfaces [9, 66], smartwatches [3], augmented and virtual reality [45, 50]). In our work,
we adopt the elicitation study methodology to determine a gesture set for using physical props to
control virtual reality, and by necessity build on this previous work to be able to incorporate not
only the choice of gesture, but also the choice of physical artifact used with the gesture.
2.2 Gesture-based User Interfaces for CAD 3D Modelling
In our work, we explore the domain of 3D modelling in computer-automated design (CAD), and
some work has already explored the use of gestures to perform 3Dmodelling tasks. Khan and Tunçer
[34] presented a compilation of a set of gestures and speech commands for 3D CAD modelling for
conceptual design that were elicited from participants and evaluated by experts individually. In this
study, the authors included modelling tasks like “rotate”, “scale”, and “zoom in”, which are some of
the referents in this paper. Huang and Rai [29] also presented a system that recognized hand gestures
along with hand position information and converted them into commands for rotating, translating
and scaling 3D models. We expand the vocabulary of commands (referents) by incorporating tasks
such as “changing colour”, “bending”, “perforating”, “beveling”. More recently, De Araújo et al. [18]
implemented Mockup Builder, a 3D modelling system combining gestures on a multi-touch surface
and gestures in 3D space to do CAD modelling tasks. Mockup builder is a stereoscopic display
where users can directly interact with 3D models or edit them using gestures on or above the
surface. We extracted referents like “extruding a model” and “reshaping a prism” from this work.
2.3 Virtual Reality for CAD 3D Modelling
There has been an extensive amount research that employs VR and/or AR to do CAD modelling.
We focus our discussion on VR, rather than AR systems like DesignAR [53].
Both research and commercial systems have proposed systems whose main input device is one or
more handheld controllers. Feeman et al. [20] developed a platform for testing CAD in VR through
interaction with a game engine (Autodesk’s Stingray), in which people modelled chairs, trucks, and
mazes with a Vive controller. McGraw et al. [40] proposed an interactive technique that enables
artists and designers to create sculptural forms and spatial surfaces using two Vive controllers.
Currently, Autodesk’s Create VR [5] design tool lets artists and designers immersively explore 3D
models with either Vive or Oculus controllers.
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Other researchers have customized their own handheld controllers. Mine et al. [41] built a
controller that combined a smartphone and a casing with physical buttons to interact with an
adapted VR version of the SketchUp modelling software. Butterworth et al. [10] developed 3dm,
a three-dimensional surface modelling interface where users can model primitive shapes and
perform CAD-like actions using a 6D 2-button mouse. Jackson and Keefe [30] presented Lift-Off,
an immersive 3D interface for creating complex models with stylus pens, which feels natural to
artists. Keefe et al. [30] introduced Drawing on Air, an input technique to draw 3D lines and curves
using a 6 DOF tracker and the Phantom haptic device. This system is thus haptic-aided.
In our work, rather than using customized or existing handheld controllers for interaction, we
propose using passive objects and manipulative gestures. CAD modelling (mainly) and open-world
games serve as our test beds for this form of interaction.
2.4 Haptics Technology in Virtual Reality
There has been an impressive amount of research in the area of incorporating physical objects or
devices and haptic feedback in virtual reality experiences, in the form of active haptics, passive
haptics, and dynamic passive haptics.
2.4.1 Active Haptics in Virtual Reality. Active haptics provide touch feedback using a variety of
actuation methods. Researchers in this area have spent a significant amount of time and effort
customizing controllers for input in VR, such as grounded/ungrounded shape-changing surfaces [1,
61], electro-mechanical actuators [16, 60], pneumatically-actuated interfaces [19, 64], and devices
rendering touch and texture [8, 70]. These approaches offer interaction techniques that realistically
simulate how people interact with physical objects in the real world. However, they rely on systems
that are complex [4] and limited to a small range of haptic experiences [43].
2.4.2 Passive Haptics in Virtual Reality. In contrast, passive haptics uses physical objects of different
materials and building techniques as props in VR, relying on the fact that physical props are a
more feasible approach with natural feedback qualities [4, 39, 43]. Some authors have presented
interesting approaches with single-purpose passive props. Yan et al. [74] created VR Grabbers, a
passive chopsticks-like VR controller for precise virtual object manipulation that functions upon
ungrounded haptic retargeting technique. Muender et al. [43] evaluated the effect of tangibles with
different haptic fidelities (uniform-shaped objects, LEGO-built figures, and 3D-printed tangibles)
on immersion, performance, and intuitive interaction for a 3D scene created in VR. Chang et al.
[11] described TASC, a system of tangible objects for spatial puzzle solving.
Since it is impractical to map each virtual object to a physical proxy, authors have directed
their work to developing multi-purpose or reconfigurable objects. In recent times, Arora et al. [4]
presented VirtualBricks, a LEGO-based toolkit that enables construction of a variety of controllers
and props for VR. This toolkit was shown to be highly versatile through a rich set of applications,
including re-implementation of artifacts from past work [11, 39]. HapTwist [77] is a low-priced
twistable passive device made of Rubik’s Twist to create haptic proxies for distinct hand-graspable
VR objects, such as ping-pong paddle, steering wheel, machine gun, and fishing rod. Also, Cheng
et al. [12] developed iTurk, a foldable and reconfigurable object to represent a suitcase, a fuse
cabinet, a railing, and a seat. Furthermore, Simeone et al. [59] explored the concept of Suzuki
et al.’s Substitutional Reality [63] in VR by pairing pieces of physical furniture, with some degree of
discrepancy, to their virtual counterparts.
2.4.3 Dynamic Passive Haptics. Zenner and Kruger [75] constructed Shifty, a weight-shifting
mechanism to enhance object perception in VR. The device consisted of an array of mechanical
actuators providing mixed active and passive haptic feedback. To reduce lack of generality of passive
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and active haptics devices, they introduced the concept of dynamic passive haptic feedback—systems
that use actuators to change their passive haptic properties (size, shape, texture, weight, position,
etc.) without exerting noticeable active forces on people. Other work includes shape and/or weight
changing systems [39, 58, 62, 76], force-feedback systems for fingers and hands [14, 15, 24, 38, 48,
49].
This large body of work presents many possible opportunities to provide the feeling of ma-
nipulating physical objects in VR. Our work builds on this work by focusing on determining a
vocabulary of how to leverage physical props to perform actions (i.e., gestures) in a VR system.
While we think our work could help inform the design of gestures that incorporate active haptics,
the scope of our work is currently limited to the use of props with passive haptics. Nonetheless,
our intention is to provide both a gesture set that could be used by this other work, and to inform
future elicitation studies that incorporate the use of physical props (or the feeling of them) when
performing a gesture.
3 METHODOLOGY
We designed a user study to investigate the following research questions:
(1) How would people use physical props to manipulate virtual objects?
(2) What gestures would people perform with physical props to complete CAD-like and open-
world referents in VR?
(3) What physical props would people choose to manipulate objects in VR?
Our study follows Wobbrock et al.’s elicitation method [71]. First, we present the effect of a referent
in VR being completed. Second, we ask participants to choose one or more props from a group of 95
(75 props and 21 LEGO bricks; Figure 3) randomly arranged and numbered on a grid. Third, we ask
participants to perform manipulative gestures with props that would complete the shown referent.
3.1 Selection of VR Referents
We aimed to select a rich and varied vocabulary of referents to ground our problem. We thus chose
referents via domains (i.e., CAD and open-world games) rather than aiming for a specific quantity.
“Rotate”, “scale”, and “zoom in”, found in past gesture-based user interfaces for CAD 3D modelling
[29, 34], were included. We expanded the vocabulary by adding other more-complex ones such
as “bend”, “bevel”, “extrude”, “colour”, and “twist”, typically found in AutoCAD or Blender. We
also used games as a source for inspiration, because current VR applications on the market are
overwhelmingly games, and including referents from that domain helps show that gestures with
props can be used in other contexts. We picked “open/close a door”, “turn on a light”, and “darken a
sky”, extracted from RecRoom and Job Simulator. While we provide labels for our referents, these
a) b) c) d)
Fig. 2. Gesture elicitation study with props that follows a previous methodology [71]. A participant: a)
watches the completion of a referent, b) chooses a set of physical props, and c) and d) performs a gesture
with the chosen prop(s) that would complete the referent.
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were not shown to participants (they instead viewed a sample referent in a laptop). Our VR referents
are shown alongside the proposed gestures in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
3.2 Selection of Physical Props
An underlying intention of elicitation studies is to design gestures/systems based on end-users’
desires, rather than designers’ intentions [42]. With gestures, the only limitations typically imposed
are those of the system (e.g., a touch surface [71]) or human ability. For props, we mimicked the lack
of designer imposition by having a large prop set, and wanted to make as few assumptions about
what was “relevant” to participants. We developed a vocabulary of props that covered dimensions
from sandtray therapy [25, 27], a form of therapy in which clients use free association [36] with
physical objects arranged in categories (e.g., nature, tools, games, etc.) to create a narrative for a
therapist in a tray of sand. While we had no interest in participants engaging in therapy, we were
highly interested in allowing them to freely associate with the physical artifacts. We also took
inspiration from prior research [4, 39, 43, 69] to include phone-related items, armory, avatars, tools,
and office supplies.
We added more depth to our vocabulary by including (1) objects with different geometries (e.g.,
cube, plane, gears, tire), (2) objects with movable parts (e.g., mace, 3 DoF mechanism, glasses), (3)
common household objects (e.g., fork, key, lock, knife, toys), and (4) VR and gaming controllers.
We gave our participants some variety in materials, and the option to use existing controllers.
We used an Eden260v 3D printer to fabricate more than half of our props. 25 props were printed
with rigid material, and 25 props were printed with flexible material, for a total of 50 distinct props
fabricated with 3D printing technology. The next 8 props were LEGO-built assemblies (e.g., ghost,
plant, car), and the following 21 were spare bricks that would allow our participants to construct a
desired prop that was not available. We complemented the vocabulary with 13 retail-manufactured
objects and 3 handheld controllers from Vive, Oculus and Nintendo Switch. Our vocabulary had 95
props in total as we did not want to unnecessarily constrain participants with a limited number of
props nor to cognitively overwhelm them with a large number. Sandtray therapy suggests that 100
props are appropriate to avoid these extremes and inspire free association [36].
3.3 Participants
We recruited 21 participants, ages 19 to 32 (𝑀 = 25.4, 𝑆𝐷 = 3.70), 7 identified as female and 14 as
male; eachwas paid $15.We assessed their skills and familiarity with VR and 3D printing using a five-
point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree) on two criteria. 6 participants reported
never having used VR technologies. The remaining 15 reported they had used VR technology and
rated themselves on the following: “I am skilled at using VR technology” (𝑀 = 3.07, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.24). 12
participants reported never having used 3D printing equipment. The remaining 9 reported they
had operated 3D printers and rated themselves on the following: “I am skilled at operating 3D
printers” (𝑀 = 3.00, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.05).
3.4 Apparatus
Participants watched the execution of the referents using a Vive headset connected to an MSI
VR-ready laptop. We used a compact camera facing towards the participant’s seat to record gestures,
and a GoPro camera attached to the ceiling to capture the selection process of the props for gesture
demonstration afterwards. The virtual objects were modelled in the Blender software and the
animation of the referents was created in the Unity 3D game engine.
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Fig. 3. Our vocabulary of physical props provided to participants in our elicitation study. Top: Grey- and
white-coloured props were 3D printed with flexible and rigid material, respectively. We also include both
LEGO-built specific figures, such as a flower or a fish, and spare bricks to allow free customization if a desired
prop was not available. The vocabulary was complemented with retail-manufactured objects. Bottom: Number
of gestures from Figures 5 and 6 for which each prop in the context-free grammar can be used for.
3.5 Procedure
Upon arrival, participants were compensated and asked to complete a consent form. They were then
given a verbal description of the experiment. The VR referents were not revealed, but a sample was
shown on a monitor. The props were randomly arranged on a table. The experimenter pointed out
the different fidelities available to the participant: 3D-printed rigid and flexible, LEGO figures/bricks,
and retail-manufactured objects. Participants were then given 5-10minutes to familiarize themselves
with the props. The experimenter then supervised and, upon request, supported participants for
appropriate and comfortable wearing of the VR headset.
Our software randomly presented the 20 referents shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. As inWobbrock
et al. [71], for each referent, participants performed a gesture with props. For each gesture, the
experimenter asked each participant to indicate when the gesture was about to begin and when it
was completed. No restrictions were imposed on the number of props to pick, and there was no
time limit. The study concluded with a computer-administered demographics questionnaire.
4 RESULTS
Our results include a proposed participant-defined set of gestures using physical props, descriptions
of patterns found in the elicited gestures, and two sets of agreement scores: one for gestures and
one for physical props.
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Gesture 1 (2 participants):
G→ Adhere FLAT_PROP diagonally to edge of CUBIC_PROP
FLAT_PROP → Hinge | Plane
CUBIC_PROP → Couch | Cube 
Adhere Plane diagonally to edge of Couch




Cut section of Cube with X-acto Knife
P3
P4
Gesture 2 (5 participants):
Cut section of Cube with Knife
G → Cut section of PROP with CUTTING_PROP
PROP → Cube | Imaginary
CUTTING_PROP → Knife | X-acto knife
Fig. 4. Two of the thirteen gestures identified for referent C: Bevel. Each gesture is articulated as a context-free
grammar, showing what physical props can be used in what role with that gesture.
4.1 Gesture Identification and Coding
We grouped participant responses into a set of gestures for each referent. For each referent, gestures
that exhibited the same pattern were grouped together, and the group with the largest consensus
was chosen to be the representative gesture for the referent. This differs slightly from elicitation
studies for 2D systems (e.g., tabletops [71] and mobile platforms [23, 37, 54]), as we loosened the
constraints from “gestures must be identical” to “gestures must be similar” or “gestures must show
the same core pattern”. We identified 182 unique gestures from the 420 gestures elicited from 21
participants for each of the 20 referents in our study.
One author qualitatively coded each gesture from the 21 participants. The author began with open
coding [17] and reflective note-taking, where descriptive labels were assigned to the phenomena
(gestures) observed during the time frames set by the participants.
Figure 4 illustrates this process for two gestures performed for referent C (bevel), where a
rectangular prism’s corner is beveled. The descriptive label for what P1 performed was “associated
the couch with the virtual model, and placed the plane diagonally on the arm rests of the couch”, and
the description for what P2 performed was “associated the cube with the virtual object and located
an open hinge diagonally at one of the top edges”. The coder described what P14 performed (not
shown in Figure 4) as “associated the cube with the virtual object, held it with left hand, located their
right palm diagonally at one of the top edges, and pushed inwards”. Despite involving different props,
the gestures performed by P1 and P2 looked very similar (a flat prop placed diagonally on the edge
of a cubic prop), so the coder considered P1 and P2 to have made the same gesture. Contrarily, prop
agreement did not exist, as each used a different set. P14’s gesture might sound very similar, but
the inward “push” with the palm led the coder to consider gesture disagreement with P1 and P2.
Nonetheless, there was partial prop agreement between P2 and P14, as both chose the cube.
In discussions with the other authors, the coding author merged these written descriptions (with
“hard-coded" prop names) by including sets of the props allowed in each role. These were then
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labelled as variables to describe the role, resulting in a representation resembling a context-free
grammar (CFG). As we continued analysis, we found that CFGs were a natural and expressive way
of capturing how a given gesture could involve different props in similar roles, and of describing
those roles. We grouped the two gesture variations of Gesture 1 in Figure 4 with Adhere. We
grouped the couch and the cube in the variable "CUBIC_PROP", and grouped the plane and hinge in
the variable "FLAT_PROP". CUBIC_PROP represents the virtual prism being beveled and FLAT_PROP
represents the one causing the bevel effect:
G −> Adhere FLAT_PROP d i a g o n a l l y to edge o f CUBIC_PROP
FLAT_PROP −> Hinge | P l ane
CUBIC_PROP −> Cube | Couch
The most used gesture (five participants) for referent C (Bevel), however, was Cut, where par-
ticipants took a cube, and then cut a bevel into it with either a knife or an X-acto knife. Here, we
represent the virtual cube as the variable "PROP", which represents the object being beveled, and
represent the knife and X-acto knife as "CUTTING_PROP", which affords the action of cutting:
G −> Cut s e c t i o n o f PROP with CUTTING_PROP
PROP −> Cube | Imag inary
CUTTING_PROP −> Kn i f e | X− a c t o Kn i f e
Participants doing the Cut gesture either held a cube to represent the virtual cube, or held their
hand as if they were holding an imaginary cube, then cut the bevel with the CUTTING_PROP.
For each referent (here, Bevel), we chose the most demonstrated gesture (here, Cut) for our proposed
gesture set. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show our proposed gestures with their corresponding referents.
4.2 Gesture Agreement
In previous studies, participants suggested one gesture per referent, so agreement was calculated
for gestures alone. In our study, participants offered both a gesture and a selection of props, and
may have based their actions on either a gesture or a set of props. We thus analyze both gesture
agreement and prop selection.
For gesture agreement, we use the formula presented by Vatavu and Wobbrock [68], given as:





|𝑃𝑖 | ( |𝑃𝑖 | − 1)
1
2 |𝑃 | ( |𝑃 | − 1)
(1)
This formula is derived from pairwise comparison of participant gestures. For a given referent, we
calculate the agreement by looking at each pair of participants, saying that the two participants
agree if they picked the same gesture (similarity of gestures is 1), and do not agree if they picked
different gestures (similarity of gestures is 0).
Figure 7a illustrates pairwise gesture agreement for the four participant Bevel examples in-
troduced in Figure 4. Pairwise agreement can be represented as a complete graph, where nodes
represent participants, and edge weights represent the similarity between those participants’ ges-
tures, i.e., either 0 (if they are different) or 1 (if they are the same). The agreement for a given
referent is the sum of the weights of those edges divided by the total number of edges: 12𝑛(𝑛 − 1),
where 𝑛 is the number of participants. This score is thus bounded between 0 and 1, as if everyone
agreed and all edges were equal to 1, then the equation would be the number of edges divided
by the number of edges. While previous formalization of agreement scores [68] did not represent
agreement as a graph, we find this representation useful when reasoning about prop agreement.
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REFERENT A: JOIN REFERENT B: TWIST
G → Twist PROP with N hands in GRIP
PROP → FLEXIBLE_PROP| RIGID_PROP
F𝐋𝐄𝐗𝐈𝐁𝐋𝐄_𝐏𝐑𝐎𝐏 → Knife | Notebook | Candle | Fork | Magnet | Shoe | Snake
RIGID_PROP → Drill bit
N → one hand turning, one as anchor | both  GRIP → Power grip | Precision 
grip
REFERENT C: BEVEL
G → Cut section of PROP with CUTTING_PROP
PROP → Cube | Imaginary
CUTTING_PROP  → Knife | X-acto knife
REFERENT D: BEND
G → Bend PROP upwards with hands in GRIP
PROP → Plane | Notebook | Knife
GRIP → Power grip | Precision grip
G → Adhere END_PROP and END_PROP to ends of CONNECTING_PROP
END_PROP → GEAR_PROP | Sphere | Yoda | Trophy| LEGO brick
GEAR_PROP → Flexible gear | Planetary gear | Sun gear
CONNECTING_PROP → Drill bit | Bolt | Screwdriver | Wand | Alligator |
Brush
REFERENT E: HANG REFERENT F: OPEN DOOR
G → Attach PORTRAIT_PROP to initial attachment of WALL_PROP and 
PORTRAIT_PROP
PORTRAIT_PROP → LEGO brick | Sun gear | Plane | Flexible gear | Notebook
WALL_PROP → Notebook | Plane | Plate | Floppy disk | LEGO controller
G → Angle away DOOR_PROP from FRAME_PROP
DOOR_PROP → Notebook | Hinge
FRAME_PROP → Phone case | Magnet | LEGO assembly | Box
REFERENT G: CLOSE DOORS
G → Slide DOOR_PROP and DOOR_PROP towards each other using N
GUIDE_PROP
DOOR_PROP → Notebook | Plane | LEGO brick | Hinge
N→ One | Two
GUIDE_PROP → Phone case | Magnet | Plane | Plate | Box | Floppy 
disk
G → Move PROP forward (towards recording camera)
PROP → Couch on Cube | Cube | Digger | LEGO assembly
REFERENT I: RESHAPE
G → Use CUTTING_PROP to cut top section of {Candle} rotating
CUTTING_PROP → Sword | X-acto knife
REFERENT J: ROTATE
G → Flip PROP using N hands
PROP → Brush | Candle | Star | Fork | Flower | Tibia | Mace | Trophy
N → One | Two
REFERENT H: ZOOM
𝐴𝑅gesture = .214 [.078, . 351]
𝐴𝑅prop = .084 [.043, . 125]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .362 [.178, . 546]
𝐴𝑅prop = .135 [.050, .220]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .071 [.004, . 130]
𝐴𝑅prop = .190 [.064, .316]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .500 [.243, . 757]
𝐴𝑅prop = .316 [.162, . 470]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .433 [.185, . 682]
𝐴𝑅prop = .340 [.180, . 500]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .138 [.057, . 219]
𝐴𝑅prop = .197 [.080, . 314]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .224 [.048, . 400]
𝐴𝑅prop = .138 [.077, . 200]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .110 [−.001, . 220]
𝐴𝑅prop = .089 [.019, . 159]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .114 [.054.185]
𝐴𝑅prop = .292 [.177, . 407]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .500 [.243, . 757]
𝐴𝑅prop = .178 [.022, . 334]
Fig. 5. Gesture set with 3D physical props for referents A to J. For each referent, the preferred set of props and
the preferred gesture are presented; the initial state of the most common prop-gesture interaction is shown
on the left side, and the end state is shown on the right. We calculate gesture and prop agreement scores
using Equation 1 and Equation 2, respectively. We also include 95% confidence intervals from jackknifing [52]
as recommended by Tsandilas [65].
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REFERENT K: STRETCH REFERENT L: EXTRUDE
REFERENT M: PUNCTURE REFERENT N: TURN ON
G → Pull ends of PROP oppositely with hands in GRIP
PROP → FLEXIBLE_PROP | RIGID_PROP
FLEXIBLE_PROP → Candle | Snake
RIGID_PROP → Marker
GRIP → Power grip | Precision grip
REFERENT O: RUN TIME REFERENT P: DEFORM
REFERENT Q: DUPLICATE REFERENT R: ASSEMBLE
REFERENT S: COLOUR REFERENT T: TIGHTEN
G → Move PROP forward from EXTRUDED_PROP
PROP → Notebook | Planetary gear | LEGO brick 
EXTRUDED_PROP → Cube | Couch | Box | Wrench
G → Move PROP out of hole of HOLED_PROP
PROP → Flexible gear | Bolt | Allen key | Coin | Sphere
HOLED_PROP → Ring gear | Planetary gear | Extinguisher | Tire | Sun gear
G → Press button on PROP
PROP → Button | Vive controller | Box
G → Use TIME_PROP to depict arc-like trajectory and hold HOUSE_PROP
TIME_PROP → LEGO brick | Sphere | Couch | Sun gear | Star | Coin | Glasses
HOUSE_PROP → LEGO controller | LEGO assembly | Cube | Box |
Couch on cube | Couch
G → Place {Cushion} on top of PROP
PROP → LEGO brick | Candle | Cube
G → Show a comparison of quantity with STAIR_PROP and STAIR_PROP
STAIR_PROP → LEGO assembly | Flexible gear | Sun gear | Mechanism |
Couch | Plane | Notebook
G → ATTACH_verb VERTICAL_PROP to edge of HORIZONTAL_PROP
ATTACH_verb → Assemble | Adhere
VERTICAL_PROP → Plane | Notebook | Plate | Brush | Fork | Flex gear | LEGO brick
HORIZONTAL_PROP → Plane | Notebook | LEGO brick | Comb | Sun gear
G → Show a comparison of color with {LEGO brick} and {LEGO brick}
G → Insert SLIM_PROP through hole of HOLED_PROP
SLIM_PROP → Bolt | Screwdriver | Flexible gear on candle | Drill bit
HOLED_PROPED → Planetary gear | Sun gear | Tire
𝐴𝑅gesture = .181 [.026, . 336]
𝐴𝑅prop = .409 [.205, . 614]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .052 [.005, . 100]
𝐴𝑅prop = .180 [.057, . 303]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .162 [.063, . 260]
𝐴𝑅prop = .074 [.032, . 116]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .100 [−.015, . 215]
𝐴𝑅prop = .097 [.043, . 151]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .267 [.068, . 466]
𝐴𝑅prop = .128 [.050, . 206]
𝐴𝑅gesture = 0.038 [−.009, . 085]
𝐴𝑅prop = 0.091 [.035, . 147]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .500 [.243, . 757]
𝐴𝑅prop = .442 [.215, . 669]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .505 [.254, . 756]
𝐴𝑅prop = .241 [.083, . 399]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .105 [−.008, . 217]
𝐴𝑅prop = .438 [.248, . 628]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .648 [.393, . 903]
𝐴𝑅prop = .442 [.236, . 648]
Fig. 6. Gesture set with 3D physical props for referents K to T. For each referent, the preferred set of props and
the preferred gesture are presented; the initial state of the most common prop-gesture interaction is shown
on the left side, and the end state is shown on the right. We calculate gesture and prop agreement scores
using Equation 1 and Equation 2, respectively. We also include 95% confidence intervals from jackknifing [52]
as recommended by Tsandilas [65].
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(a) Similarity graph for gestures, demonstrat-






(b) Similarity graph for props, demonstrating partial agree-
ment depending on the number of overlapping props.
Fig. 7. Complete graphs that capture gestures with physical props performed by 4 participants for referent
C: Bevel. For gestures, similarity between two sets is the weight of the edge that joins them. For props, we
measure similarity of props sets, which is the weight of the edges that joins them. In both cases, we calculate
agreement by summing the similarity of each pair of sets compared, and dividing by the total number of
pairs that could be identical.
4.3 Prop Agreement
In our study, participants selected props in addition to gestures. We were interested in seeing how
much prop selection agreed across participants for a given referent. However, prop agreement
is more complicated than gesture agreement: participants selected sets of physical props, which
means that there can be partial agreement between participants.
To analyze prop agreement, we propose a generalization of the Vatavu andWobbrock’s agreement
rate formula [68]. Instead of using simple equality between pairs, we use a different measurements
of set similarity, here denoted by the function 𝑆𝐼𝑀 :





𝑆𝐼𝑀 (𝑃𝑖 , 𝑃 𝑗 )
1
2 |𝑃 | ( |𝑃 | − 1)
(2)
We define Equation 2 as the sum of the similarity of each pair of sets by the total number of pairs of
sets that could be identical, where 𝑃 is the total number of people. 𝑃𝑖 and 𝑃 𝑗 group all possible pairs
of sets for 𝑟 . Equation 2 is structurally similar to the simple gesture agreement formula (Equation 1),
but this gives us more flexibility in comparing participants’ choices. We can thus construct a
connected graph to represent prop selection similarity, where nodes represent participants, and
edge weights represent the similarity between those participants’ gestures (a real number between
0 and 1 inclusive).
In the graph representation (Figure 7b), each edge is weighted by 𝑆𝐼𝑀 , the set similarity between
their sets of selected props, rather than just 1 (same) or 0 (different). If 𝑆𝐼𝑀 is bounded between 0
and 1, then the overall agreement (sum of the weights of all edges divided by the number of edges)
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Fig. 8. Venn diagrams showing a pairwise comparison between prop sets of P1 and P4. We propose three
measures of set similarity to evaluate partial agreement: Overlap, Sørensen, and Jaccard. Overlap is the most
optimistic, leading to the highest agreement. Jaccard is the most pessimistic, leading to the lowest agreement.
Sørensen prevails between the other two (or equal to one of them). In this pairwise comparison, Sørensen













Fig. 9. Prop agreement scores for each VR referent with the three different similarity metrics. Taking an
Overlap approach leads to the highest agreement, whereas going with Jaccard leads to the lowest agreement.
Sørensen-Dice is between the two.
is also bounded between 0 and 1. To be analogous to gesture similarity, 𝑆𝐼𝑀 must also be 0 if there
are no props in common, or 1 if they are completely equal (analogous to choosing different gestures
or the same gesture).
Figure 8 shows the three set similarity metrics we have identified for 𝑆𝐼𝑀 : the Jaccard Index
(𝐽𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑), the Overlap coefficient (𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝) and the Sørensen-Dice coefficient (Sørensen). These
three metrics can all satisfy our requirements for a similarity score, and if they are sets of size one
(e.g., a single gesture per participant), they collapse into a binary 1 for equality and 0 for inequality.
In other words, all three metrics are equivalent to Vatavu and Wobbrock’s score when comparing a
single agreement.
Figure 9 shows the prop agreement score for all three metrics (Jaccard, Sørensen, Overlap) for
each referent. The three metrics give similar results for each referent. Jaccard is consistently the
lowest agreement, Overlap is the highest, and Sørensen is in-between the two. In our analysis, we
use the Jaccard Index as the the most conservative metric for identifying high agreement.
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Fig. 10. The two agreement scores (using the Jaccard index) sorted in descending order of the gesture
agreement score. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals from jackknifing [52].
Finally, Figure 10 reports our gesture and prop agreement (Jaccard Index) scores for each referent,
sorted by gesture agreement score. For some referents, the two scores agree; for others, the gesture
agreement is higher, and for others, the prop is lower.
Elicitation studies can introduce bias [42, 55, 65], and bias can falsely inflate agreement scores by
increasing the likelihood of chance agreement [65]. We thus calculated overall chance agreement
and chance-corrected agreement scores for gestures using Scott’s [57] 𝜋 and Fleiss’ [21] ^𝐹 , to
increase transparency and identify agreement occurred by chance [65] in our study. To interpret
agreement, we also calculated confidence intervals of both gesture and prop agreement scores for
each referent using the Jackknifing [52] re-sampling method. We avoided using the agreement
levels suggested by Vatavu and Wobbrock [68] to interpret agreement, as these are flawed and
more research is needed in this area [65]. Our overall gesture agreement score was .261 and our
chance agreement was .016, meaning that our chance-corrected agreement score yielded .249. Our
95% confidence intervals of both gesture and prop agreement for each referent can be observed
in Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 10. In section 6, we describe the rationale behind not reporting
chance agreement for props as more research is needed on this matter.
5 DISCUSSION
Our work has implications for VR systems that use physical props and future elicitation studies.
5.1 Props were selected for shape and affordances
When selecting props, our participants chose objects that resembled the objects in the virtual world
and had affordances [22, 46] for the actions they wanted to take. For example, in Bevel, participants
chose a cube as a stand-in for the cube in the virtual world, and a Knife or an X-acto Knife because
both afforded cutting the corner away to create the bevel. In referents B (Twist) and D (Bend),
participants picked a single prop that resembled the shape of the virtual object and that was flexible
to be twisted or bent; one exception was the drill bit, a rigid object that resembled the action in its
spiral shape.
In some cases, the affordances chosen were metaphorical. In referent N, Turn On, participants
chose objects that supported pressing (i.e., as a button) to turn on the light. Because objects were
chosen for their affordances, and each object had multiple affordances (from its shape, meaning,
structure, or material), objects could serve different purposes in different gestures: the knife, for
example, afforded cutting in Bevel and Reshape, but bending in Twist and Bend.
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5.2 A small set of props can handle many gestures
A small number of props covered a large number of gestures. As seen in Figure 3, only 48 of the 95
props were chosen; 18 of these were only used for a single gesture. In addition, most prop variables
had on average 4.2 props that were selected to fulfill a certain use. This means that a small set of
props could support a large set of gestures. In fact, 12 props and a group of spare LEGO bricks
would be sufficient to handle all 20 gestures: sun gear, flexible gear, x-acto knife, cube, candle,
phone case, notebook, plane, Vive controller, tire, drill bit, and cushion would enable all gestures.
5.3 Props for gestures vs. gestures for props
We presented two separate ways of measuring agreement, which correspond to different strategies
by participants: choosing their gesture first and finding props to support that gesture, or picking a
desired prop and then figuring out a gesture to perform. As such, we offered two different agreement
scores to indicate how consistent people were in their choices.
In some cases, the gestures were likely chosen to fit the props. In Figure 10, referents like Bevel,
Colour, Reshape, and Stretch exhibit a high prop agreement score, denoting that only a few props
picked for those referents were used in a variety of gestures, such as the cube or the candle.
In other cases, props were likely chosen to fit the gesture. Referents like Twist, Rotate, and
Assemble show a high gesture agreement score compared to the prop score, thus suggesting that a
lot of props afforded the most used gestures. In these cases, it may be more important to recognize
the gesture than the props that were chosen in an implemented system.
We iterated through several attempts at a combined prop-gesture agreement score, but ultimately
decided it was outside the scope of this paper. First, developing such a score would need to consider
the structure of how props were chosen for different gestures, possibly categorizing the objects by
their affordances. Second, it could be that the agreement score should depend more on the prop
choice in some cases and more on the gesture in others (e.g., through weights), depending on the
referent; more analysis would help understand when each choice was important.
5.4 CFGs allow for expressive and programmable gestures but do not account for
performance
When grouping gestures, we found a natural way to express them was using context-free grammars
(CFGs). This notation captures the variations in props that each gesture had, and groups together
the types of props that were used in a certain role in that gesture. For instance, with Close, a
notebook, a plane, two LEGO bricks and a hinge in its flat position could be used as “DOOR_PROP”;
presumably other objects could be used to cut as well.
Using a formalism like a CFG also enables system designers to efficiently describe gestures for a
sensing system; if other props not used in our study could fulfill a role, then they could simply be
added to the list. Combined with a method for detecting objects and recognizing grammars, then
designers could adapt and define gestures to various situations.
Our CFGs, however, do not compile performance information, such as magnitude, force, or speed
and would need to be adapted or expanded to do so. For example, for referent E (hang), they could
indicate where on WALL_PROP the PORTRAIT_PROP is located, or for referents F and J (open door
and rotate), they could note the number of degrees. For referent K (stretch), an adapted or expanded
CFG could inform how much a prop is stretched.
5.5 Our new agreement score enables new elicitation studies
To measure agreement between participants’ prop selections, we generalized participant agreement
scores to handle sets of selections. When participants make a single selection, our generalized
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agreement scores are equivalent to the agreement score formula first presented in [71] and later
formalized in [68]. However, with this new agreement score, researchers and designers can study
agreement in new situations.
For example, multimodal input methods, such as gesture and speech input, previously had to look
at agreement separately [34]. If participants are able to choose either a gesture, a voiced utterance, or
both, then our generalized agreement score could capture partial overlap between what participants
suggest, rather than studying modalities independently. Any of the three similarity metrics we
suggested (Jaccard, Sørensen, Overlap) will give a 1 for full equivalence, a 0 for no overlap, and an
intermediate value for partial overlap.
Our generalized agreement score can also handle elicitation of sets from participants. If a
researcher wanted to follow up with a study on preferred props for a referent, they can use our
measure to identify which referents have an agreement score. Alternatively, this could work for
other modalities: suggesting multiple gestures or multiple commands as options. This technique
could also be used for finer-grained comparison of gestures: if two participants provide a gesture for
a referent, and they use different sets of fingers, a partial agreement score could capture similarities
between gestures.
5.6 Gestures were typically used for one referent
Our chance-corrected agreement score was only marginally different from our overall gesture
agreement score calculated with Equation 1. This result indicates that gesture reuse [65] did not
happen often in the study.
Generally, gestures proposed for a given referent were rarely proposed for another one. “Fold
hinge with hands” and “Shake wand with hand” were elicited for up to three referents maximum,
but none of these gestures were the representative gesture for any referent in our gesture-prop set.
5.7 Implications for design of haptic systems for VR
To employ our findings, designers of future VR systems need to reflect on practical considerations
for the props sets that they choose: prop and gesture recognition, space limitations, and possibly
prop reusability.
To recognize props and gestures suggested by our findings, researchers and designers can
leverage existing sensing methods. For example, gestures for open door, rotate, twist, bend, and
stretch involve clearly defined and timed rotations, translations, and deformations, which can
be sensed via electromechanical sensors, but gestures for colour, bevel, and join might better use
vision-based systems. The specific sensor could depend on accuracy needs.
Designers should also consider physical space challenges, as there may be a need for a dedicated
space to place props [77] that the user can easily move and pick up props from. People can recognize
and manipulate objects by touch alone without looking at them (e.g., keys, phone). Thus, users
could carry props on their bodies (e.g., in a type of pocket or tool-belts). Alternatively, props could
be fixed and available at all times using approaches like Haptic-go-round’s [28]. We are agnostic
about drops or fumbles, but multiple possible solutions are available, such as tracking, tethers on
props, passthrough cameras, or even AR instead of VR.
Furthermore, we reported that props were selected for shape and affordances. Researchers, for
instance, may consider designing multi-purpose, reconfigurable, or reusable props that incorporate
these shapes and affordances. Reusability reduces the need and the cost of creating multiple haptic
props [77]. Our results show that 12 props and a group of LEGO bricks are enough to handle
the user-defined gesture set presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Versions of HaptoBend [39] and
HapTwist [77] could incorporate some of the different shapes of our 12 props, and VirtualBricks [4]
could offer the group of LEGO bricks as well as shapes.
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To illustrate how a VR system using this work could look, consider the following scenario:
Deganawida, an architecture student, wants to edit and evaluate the interior of
a virtual house. They use a VR CAD application to get an intuitive sense of the
size of the house, and they carry the props in a tool-belt. Deganawida begins by
adding a wall between the living room and the kitchen, for which they pull out
a cube rendered with Haptobend [39] and a LEGO brick from the belt to do an
extrusion (Referent L: extrude). A proximity sensor on the cube senses this gesture
(it senses when the brick is moved away). After this, they reconfigure Haptobend
[39] as a plane and use it with the brick to hang paintings and shelves on the
wall (Referent E: Hang). This gesture is recognized by a vision-based system.
Deganawida moves the Haptobend object to specify a coarse region on the wall
(highlighted in a rectangle), and the position of the brick to provide finer control
of the painting location. Deganawida then returns both props to the belt, and pulls
out the tire and the sun gear to make a circular window (Referent M: Puncture)
on another wall, controlling the position in the same way. Another proximity
sensor detects when the sun gear has been taken out and away from the center of
the tire. Finally, Deganawida wishes to see the interior of the house at night time.
To accomplish this, they exchange the tire by the Haptobend configured as a cube
and depict an arc around it with the gear (Referent O: run time). This gesture is
sensed by a built-in accelerometer in the gear. After this, the architecture student
has completed their edits, and walks around the space to take it all in.
In this scenario, having user-defined gestures and props could mean higher immersion, or easier
or more memorable inputs. Deganawida wants to feel immersed in the house, so increasing presence
could lead to a better experience and better results. Meanwhile, having access to props that can
represent different objects in the environment might enable more learnable or expressive commands
to accomplish the tasks they would like to accomplish.
While future work is needed to test the effect and implementation of gestures with props, our
findings give an initial specification of what gestures to support and how to determine them.
5.8 Our user-defined gestures fit partially in existing gestures taxonomies
Our gesture set fits partially in Karam and schraefel m. c. ’s [32] taxonomy of gesture-based human
computer interactions. For the gesture style category, our gestures fall under the manipulative
gestures subcategory, as they are interactions with tangible objects used to represent digital objects.
With regard to the application domain, our work belongs to the Virtual and Augmented Reality
subcategory. At the current stage of our research, we are agnostic about enabling technology and
system response.
Choi et al.’s [13] taxonomy seems insufficient for our gesture set, as it does not include props.
Without considering props, our gestures in Figure 5 and Figure 6 could be classified within this
taxonomy. 16 of the 20 are two hands gestures, and the remaining 4 are one hand gestures. Gestures
for all referents, except referents Q (duplicate) and S (colour), can be considered dynamic, as there
is a hand transition and/or a hand shape transition while being performed.
However, it is important to note that these existing taxonomies were insufficient for coding of
gestures in our study, as they did not adequately capture the prop+gesture division that is at the
heart of our current exploration, and so we opted for an open-coding technique.
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6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
A limitation of our study is that our participants were undergraduate and graduate students from
different disciplines. Professional designers and architects might behave differently. We focus
on a set of manipulative gestures usable by non-technical people to do CAD 3D modelling in
VR or perform in an open world game, enhancing immersion, intuitiveness, and realism with
the incorporation of physical props. Another limitation of this work is that our gesture-prop set
requires validation. A follow-up study may require showing video footage of the gestures to a
new group of participants to investigate if they can infer the intended referent and to whether the
gestures are usable and memorable.
Another limitation of our study is that participants removed the VR headset to perform their
gestures with props. This choice was an intentional part of our study design, as we did not want
to limit the actions that were possible with physical props, and is similar to previous elicitation
studies that do not provide system feedback to participant action [3, 9, 35, 50, 54, 71]. Future work
could introduce props to VR using one or more of the methods discussed in subsection 5.7, and a
similar study design could elucidate gestures with props that work entirely in VR. Nonetheless, the
current work can still be used to guide the design of systems that incorporate props in VR and our
results are not limited to a single design solution.
While we asked our participants to think aloud as they gestured, as recommended by Wobbrock
et al. [71], our participants did not always engage with this practice and the experimenter did not
remind participants to keep talking. More verbalization from participants would help us to better
understand (1) what attributes and affordances they look for in props and (2) what their gestures
intend to represent. Future work might consider methods such as retrospective think-aloud or a
more rigorous adherence to think-aloud protocols [47].
Also, chance agreement and chance-corrected agreement for props remains unknown. While
Tsandilas [65] shows how to determine chance agreement for gestures in elicitation studies, deter-
mining chance agreement for props is more complicated. Further research is needed to explore
how Tsandilas’ recommended metrics could be applied for props. If participants were limited to use
one prop per referent, they might be suitable. However, participants form props sets, meaning that
both the size of the vocabulary of props and the chance of choosing one prop over another vary
on-the-fly. Moreover, does the number of virtual objects in a referent bias participants’ selection
criteria? Should researchers explore chance agreement of shapes and affordances, instead of the
actual props? Future work should explore these questions to estimate chance agreement for props.
We also plan to study the relationship between gesture choice and prop choice, formalize the
affordances for elicited props, and explore how gestures with physical props could be used in a
working system, such as a VR CAD environments or open-world video games.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a VR elicitation study leading to a user-defined set of gestures with
physical props for 20 CAD-like and open-world game referents based on participants’ multimodal
agreement. To do this, we generalized the previous unimodal agreement metric to account for
multiple selections (gesture + prop), which we believe will help researchers design multimodal
gesture sets with more precision, versatility, and expressivity. We also present a context-free
grammar to describe mid-air manipulations of props as well as a classification of gestures with
props. In eliciting gestures with physical props for VR referents, we have gained insight into mental
models of non-technical people and translated them into implications for a VR system that works
upon natural and intuitive manipulation of physical props.
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